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What Firebird Events Can Do For You
Virtual Team Building, Networking, Entertainment & Activities
Meticulous planning is at the centre of every successful event. They say ‘It’s all in the detail,’ and here at Firebird Events Ltd, we
ensure no detail is overlooked.
Offering the most comprehensive range of exceptional activities in the UK, our experienced and friendly team are able to bring
your. Over the years we have worked at many prestigious events including providing services for The Royal Family and Richard
Branson, and corporate events for Louis Vuitton and Ferrari. Click here to see our SHOWREEL
This comprehensive guide allows you to choose your favourite virtual activities and services, enabling flexibility within budgets.
Please note that all costs are subject to VAT

Why Firebird Events?
•

Our fantastic team are creative, knowledgeable, experienced, friendly and fun. Thanks to our drive, dedication and attention to
detail, we will deliver you an unforgettable event experience.

•

We listen. We can provide you with great ideas, bespoke solutions and reliable service, helping you to create an event which suits
your needs and objectives.

•

Well established within the industry since 2000, our reputation and fantastic relationships have enabled us to work with an array
of clients, including many large corporations and top UK venues, time and time again.

•

We can provide everything from a single activity, to an entirely produced event, providing first class team building days and
corporate events.

•

Our hard work has been recognised within the event industry, winning awards in the category of “Best Event Provider” at the
M&IT industry awards – silver in 2018, bronze in 2019 and silver in 2020.

•

Firebird Events are covered by a minimum of £1 million Public Liability Insurance.

Whether it’s team-against-team, or against the clock – we have an activity which will bring out your team’s competitive side.

MYSTERY MIXTAPE
VIRTUAL LIVE MUSIC QUIZ
Do you need something fresh and fun to try?
Then let us introduce you to our “Mystery Mixtape”!
Part Musical Performance, part Game Show, this is a Quiz like
no other!
Mystery Mixtape is a unique online entertainment
experience. It is a virtual live music quiz conducted by our
charismatic musician with questions for all ages, audiences
and tastes. With rounds such as "Lyric Splice", "Big Theme
Mashups" and "Kazoozies at The Movies", your guests will be
taken on a highly engaging and interactive musical journey.
Quizmaster, musician and compere Jay has used the shift into
virtual events to embrace his inner tech geek and has
developed a totally unique online web application which
allows participants enter their answers into an online form.
This is supported on all video conferencing software.
At the end of the quiz, the results are fed back into the Quiz,
so we can display the final scores as the last part of the show.
Constant interaction with the call's chat window and bonus
rounds such as 'Fastest Finger First' and 'Spotlight Solo'
ensure a genuinely two-way experience for all involved. The
show can also be completely customised and branded to suit
a particular client or event.

Costs & Notes:
30 minutes: £POA
45 minutes: £POA
60 minutes: £POA
Guest Numbers: 5 – 499 (larger numbers are possible)
Optional tailored web app for marking: £POA (see video below)
CLICK HERE TO SEE MAIN ACTIVITY VIDEO
CLICK HERE TO SEE WEB APP FOR MARKING DEMO VIDEO

ARCTIC
SURVIVAL

Test your virtual survival instincts in a race against time. Work together with your
team to crack the code, find your location and complete the rescue mission!
Midway through an arctic expedition, your team has become separated from your hiking guide.
With a storm setting in and nightfall approaching, you’re forced to abandon your expedition in
search of help. You must work together to solve cryptic clues scattered throughout an
abandoned Arctic hut, you will have to put your logical thinking and code cracking skills to the
test in order to kickstart the generator, call for help and escape before the heavy snowfall and
high winds leave you lost in the Arctic.
Our remote Firebird event manager will set the scene with a tense virtual briefing, detailing key
information as to why participants must escape. Teams will then be faced with a locked room that they
must virtually break out of before they run out of time. Using their own smartphone devices and video
conferencing software, participants will work their way through a myriad of clues by tapping on the
objects throughout the hut.
They must progress through the three stages of The Virtual Escape challenge as quickly as they can, while correctly
completing questions and challenges as they go. Teams who employ a thoughtful strategy and manage their time
carefully shall prevail. The aim of the game is simple; solve the clues to start the generator, call for help and crack the
code, all before you run out of time.
Notes and Costs:
Up to 50 guests: £POA
51 – 100 guests: £POA
101 – 150 guests: £POA
151 – 200 guests: £POA
201 – 250 guests: £POA
251 – 300 guests: £POA
301 – 350 guests: £POA
351 – 400 guests: £POA

Timings: Please allow 90 minutes for this activity to include the brief and debrief
CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

Notes & Costs:
15 – 50 guests: £POA
51 – 100 guests: £POA
101 – 150 guests: £POA
151 plus guests: £POA
Number of guests: 15– 500 people
Activity duration: 40 minutes – 90 minutes
VIDEO CLICK HERE

Whilst saving the world from all manner of terrorists and threats,
a Rogue MI5 Agent has been growing his personal art collection
and not entirely legitimately. The unknown agent has been
stealing art and sculptures from across the globe. MI5 is onto him
though, but no one within the agency can be trusted. As the
newest recruits to the agency, it falls on you to uncover the
identity of the Rogue Agent, collate the evidence against him and
advise the agency of his whereabouts.
In order to do this, you will be given access to the Government's
secret online portal which you must use to complete the case on
line. Via your chosen Video Platform, our Event Manager will set
the scene with a tense virtual briefing, logging you into the
sophisticated MI5 dashboard and explaining the mission ahead.

Sherlock Holmes - The Grand Debut
You and your team join an 18-year-old Sherlock
Holmes embarking on his maiden investigation - the
murder of Lord Harrington at Chapelgate Manor. In
order to do so, you will need to investigate the grand
stately home, interact with characters and make the
arrest. Move from room to room, solving clues,
riddles, puzzles and completing mini-games.
This game is played in teams, all teams will start at the
same time and it will be a race for which team can
uncover the suspect first.
You will nominate a team captain to complete the
mini-games and enter the answers - you can change
the captain easily, and as many times as you like at any
point during the game
We will have an in-character Host entertaining guests
before and after the experience and also support staff
(games masters) to provide clues and ensure the event
is very slick.

Notes & Costs:
15 – 50 guests: £POA
51 – 100 guests: £POA
101 – 150 guests: £POA
151 plus guests: £POA
Number of guests: 15 – 1000 people
Activity duration: 60 - 90 minutes (ideally 90 minutes)
VIDEO CLICK HERE

Murder On The Train.
You and your team have been transported back to the 1920s to solve a
murder case onboard a long distance train travelling from Paris to
Constantinople. Somewhere between Budapest and Belgrade, the
murderer has struck and a body has been discovered.
Using augmented reality and the interactive map, it’s up to you and your
fellow detectives to scour the carriages for evidence and examine the
witness statements to discover what happened that fateful night. You’ll
need to look out for hidden clues and complete a variety of challenges to
help your investigation as you go!
This is a time-sensitive case and it's imperative that the killer is caught
before the train reaches Constantinople! Will you and your team be the
ones to solve this heinous crime?
One of our Firebird event managers will kickstart your
investigation with a tense virtual briefing, giving you as much
intel as possible about this grizzly murder. This is a time-sensitive
case and the killer is still at large somewhere onboard...

You and your fellow detectives will then board the train in
Belgrade and meet with the train guard to learn more about the
passengers and the events of the night in question!
Working in teams of 4-6 players, teams must use the
interactive map and augmented reality to scour each
carriage. As they explore the train, they’ll also need to
examine witness statements, rule out suspects and
complete a variety of challenges, earning points as they
go. Using their own smartphone devices and video
conferencing software, players are tasked with
uncovering the evidence and finding out who was
responsible for the murder as quickly as possible, all
before the train arrives in Constantinople!

Notes and Costs:
Up to 50 guests: £POA
51 – 100 guests: £POA
101 – 150 guests: £POA
151 – 200 guests: £POA
201 – 250 guests: £POA
300 guest plus: £POA
Timings: Please allow 90 minutes for this activity
Guest numbers: 10 - 500
Teams: Guests will be split into groups of around 4 – 6 people
FOR VIDEO CLICK HERE

Take your team on a virtual globe-trotting trip around the world,
visiting 22 countries across 40,000 virtual miles while putting your
teamwork, collaboration and creativity to the test!

Upon arrival in each country, players unlock tasks using image
recognition technology via our award-winning app. Starting in
Argentina, each country contains a series of tasks & challenges to
earn enough Travel Credits to make it to their next destination.
Before moving on, teams will have the chance to guess their next
destination from cryptic clues to get the ticket for their next journey
for free!
Challenges range from performing the Haka in New Zealand and
demonstrating Kung-Fu skills in China, to exploring well-known
landmarks on Google Maps to uncover the answers to questions.
Keep an eye on the clock, though - Travel Credits are earned not only
through completing tasks but for distance travelled too. The team
with the most Travel Credits at the end will be crowned the winners!
How far can you make it across the globe from Argentina to New
Zealand in the given time? There’s something for everyone in this
activity, designed to test your team's strategy, creativity and
ingenuity.
Notes and Costs:
Up to 50 guests: £POA
51 – 100 guests: £POA
101 – 150 guests: £POA
151 – 200 guests: £POA
201 – 250 guests: £POA
251 – 300 guests : £POA
300 guest plus: £POA
Activity Time: 90 minutes
Guest numbers: 10- 500
FOR VIDEO CLICK HERE

We offer you an afternoon or evening of entertainment that is perfectly performed and suitable for all
types of virtual corporate entertainment, special occasions and private parties.
Our unique, entertaining and hilarious performances have been carefully put together to allow guests
to take part in their own homes using the popular Zoom video conferencing software. Usually
unfolding over 1.5 – 3.0 hours your guests would be the key witnesses to a brutal murder and must
attempt to discover the guilty party. Using top West End actors and a brilliant script - we offer virtual
entertainment that is perfectly suited to any occasion. Most importantly however – it’s really really
funny.
A Murder Mystery is ideal for bringing people together to enjoy some virtual fun and we promise to
ensure that the audience will have a blast. The format of our virtual show allows guests to interact
with each other and work together whilst trying to solve the mystery. Our Murder Mystery events are
carefully written to be fun, inter-active and perfectly suited to any audience. Guests can either get
involved, chat to the actors then offer a solution. Or if they prefer they can simply sit back, laugh and
enjoy the show. We promise that even the most nervous and retiring of guest will find themselves
unable to resist playing detective.
The best way to describe what we do is to think of it as a really good piece of interactive theatre.
We use a minimum of four actors for a performance although we do recommend using our full cast of
six where possible.

Notes & Options
4 Actors: £POA , minimum guest numbers: 5 & maximum guest numbers: 40 people
5 Actors: £POA, minimum guest numbers: 5 & maximum guest numbers: 70 people
6 Actors: £POA, minimum guest numbers: 5 & maximum guest numbers: 100 people
Guest Numbers: 5 – 100 (performances can be arranged for over 100 guests POA)
Activity duration: 1.0 – 3.0 hours (with 50 plus guests we recommend a minimum of 2.0 hours)

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

Learn to become the ultimate agent with this high-energy,
competitive challenge!
New to our remote series is Spy School: Spy Training is designed to
put your teamwork, communication and memory to the test.
Channel your inner James Bond to crack cryptic clues and decipher
your way through three levels of top secret training tasks. But like
any good spy knows, you'll also need your very best disguises for a
creative challenge or two! It’s a race against the clock to earn your
badges and embark on your first mission.
Hosted via video conference with one of our virtual event
managers, you and your team will have to get creative, unpick
puzzles and solve the case to reign supreme and achieve top spy
status.
Timings: Please allow 90 minutes for this activity to include the brief
and debrief
For Video CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

The 90’s classic is about to return your house, this time through an interactive game show hosted by Pat Sharp. Pat re-creates the fun, laughs and madness of the
90’s classic TV show, with an online quiz and interactive game show, with rounds such as Scavenger Hunt, Fastest Finger First and Guess The Intro. Players can
play as individuals or as a team. Pat Sharp will be the heart of the entertainment, ensuring everyone is enjoying their game show experience and having fun.
What happens on the day?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All players are sent a link to a video call to join the game show. (There is nothing to download –you simply log in online with your touchscreen device and you're ready to go )
All the players need to join in and play, is a laptop or mobile device.
Once everyone has logged into our video portal, our experienced host Pat Sharp will welcome everyone to the game show and explain the format.
Players can choose to work as individuals or as a team, all going head to head with each other.
Our host will control the play and interaction.
Players must be successful in each of the rounds to win points. (The rounds will consist of Quizzes, Silly Games, Scavenger Rounds and Challenges)
Some of the rounds will be physical, so be ready to get up and GO
A live leader-board will give instant score updates, so that the players can see who is in the lead, which adds to the fun.
There will be a huge variety of questions with all kinds of different rounds, to capture everyone’s attention.
Lots of fun

Notes and Costs
Up to 50 guests:
51 -100 guests:
101 - 150 guests:
151 plus guests:
Guest Numbers:
Activity Duration:

£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
25 - 500
60 Minutes

Our CSI Online Escape Room is one of the most
interactive and engaging virtual escape rooms on
the market. Taking on the role of lead detectives in
a high-profile homicide case, you and your team
must work together to gather evidence and identify
the suspect at large.
This virtual escape room activity is hosted by an
experience facilitator and is played remotely via our
video calling platform, connecting you and your
colleagues from wide and far.
The CSI online escape room captures all the
traditional escape room elements, creating a fun
and memorable experience for your virtual escape
room event. Please note this activity is for PC or
Laptop only, not for touch screen smart devices.

Notes & Costs:
Up to 50 guests: £POA
Additional guests after the first 50 people: £POA
Number of guests: 2 – 499 people
Activity duration: 60 minutes
VIDEO CLICK HERE

MASTER
OF
TASKS

Hosted by our flamboyant game show host, in the virtual TV studio, we bring one of our
most popular events to your living room! guests compete in some ridiculous fun activities
using Zoom, where they can be arranged into teams. Volunteers from each team are then
called upon to take part in the activities. Rounds include a selection of practical challenges
that use household items such as:
Best Foot Forward - contestants use their imaginations to somehow make the best footprint
Super Ace Face Race – contestants race to manoeuvre a chocolate biscuit (or
whatever they can find in the cupboard!) from their foreheads into their mouths
Use Your Head – contestants race to put a something on their heads without using their hands
Celebri-Knee – contestants use what they can to make their knee look like a celebrity
Throwing Shade - contestants must make an image out of shadows
Baggy Trousers - contestants are challenged to fit as many items as they can in their
trousers
Tear It Up – contestants attempt to make a picture by tearing a piece of paper
Going Out Out – contestants race to put on as many clothes as they can
Each game requires some creative thinking to interpret
the brief and teams can come up with some amazing
(and often hilarious) practical solutions to each
challenge we set them. Scores are kept as we go along
and the proud winners will receive our virtual pats on
the back as well as some fun prizes in the post!

Notes & Costs
Cost: £POA
Guest Numbers: Up to 100
Activity Duration: 1.0 – 2.0 hours
Event Includes: Costumed game show host, green screen virtual game show studio, 2 technical
operators, fun prizes if required

Our Virtual Away Day is a fast paced interactive activity which
has guests working together to navigate a board game and
be the fastest to answer questions and beat challenges.
Once participants join they will be greeted by our lively
and engaging host who will brief guests on the activity. They
will then be split off into breakout rooms which will form their
teams.

VIRTUAL

AWAY DAY

With 20 challenges to complete, guests will feel the pressure to work quickly against the clock and race to the end.
Get as many points as you can in the time given.
The questions and puzzles will test participants general knowledge and problem solving, while the group element
will encourage communication and collaboration.
We all know the most exciting part of any competitive challenge is to win! For an added competitive element check
in with the live score board to see where you are ranked against the other teams and give your team the boost
they need to keep going.

Once the time is up teams will be whisked back to the main room to find out who will be named the winner!

Notes and Costs:
Up to 50 guests: £POA
51 – 100 guests: £POA
101 – 150 guests: £POA
151 – 200 guests: £POA
201 – 250 guests: £POA
251 – 300 guests : £POA
300 guest plus: £POA
Timings: 45 minutes – 1.5 hour
CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

A remote activity with a difference. This unique challenge includes a 30-minute
microbreak to encourage participants to get away from their computer and head
outdoors to complete photo and video challenges.* Whether participants are at
home or in the office, this activity is a great way to bring your colleagues together
for 60 minutes of questions and challenges that will have them working together,
being creative and getting some fresh air along the way. With three rounds to
complete, the range of activities are the perfect combination to make sure
everybody feels involved.
Following the briefing, teams head into their virtual breakout room for
Round One where they put their heads together to solve a variety of
cerebral and cryptic tasks. Round Two is made up of hands-on and
creative photo and video tasks, where each player heads outdoors* on
their own for 30 minutes to complete 6 tasks. Each player will score
points for their submission which will count towards their team’s final
score, plus this is a great way to encourage a microbreak.

Notes & Costs:

The third and final round has players regrouping for a ‘Beat The Clock’
series of questions, where they must complete as many trivia questions
as they can before the timer hits zero! Our event facilitator will provide
an entertaining wrap-up, presenting the best photos and videos from
your event!
* players can choose indoor tasks if they prefer not to venture out.)

201 – 250 guests: £POA

Up to 50 guests: £POA
51 – 100 guests: £POA
101 – 150 guests: £POA
151 – 200 guests: £POA

300 guest plus: £POA
Timings: Please allow 90 minutes for this activity
Guest numbers: 10 - 500
Teams: Guests will be split into groups of around 4 – 6 people
FOR VIDEO CLICK HERE

Have you ever dreamed of being in ‘the chair’ on Who Wants to be a
Millionaire, or spinning the Wheel of Fortune? New to our remote
series, our Game Show Quiz is inspired by the very best television
game shows...
‘Channel’ your TV knowledge in this entertaining quiz that will see you and your team playing
through three interactive rounds of trivia and putting creative skills to the test in photo and
video challenges! Within each lively category you'll complete questions and tasks based on
much-loved classics. But watch out for the bonus challenges (you can’t phone a friend or ask
the audience!) Hosted via video conference and one of our fabulous virtual event managers,
teams will be up against the clock to complete each round and earn the most points before
the timer hits zero.
Following an upbeat virtual briefing from one of our fabulous presenters, Round 1 will see
everyone split into teams of 4-6 players, each with an assigned team room. Each group will
then work together (in their virtual rooms) through categories inspired by The Price Is Right,
Catchphrase, Millionaire and many more!
Once teams have completed Round 1, teams will be faced with their first bonus challenge!
This round is reminiscent of ‘Supermarket Sweep’ and is guaranteed to get everyone involved
and having fun!
All players are then called back into the main meeting room (Zoom only) for Round 2 for a
game of ‘‘Name That Tune’. Following Round 2, everyone will be sent back into their team
rooms to create a Dragon’s Den style pitch for the second bonus challenge. The third and
final round provides a quick-fire finale, where teams will be against the clock to complete as
many questions as possible before the timer hits zero!
Notes and Costs:
Up to 50 guests: £POA
51 – 100 guests: £POA
101 – 150 guests: £POA

151 – 200 guests: £PAO
201 – 250 guests: £POA
300 guest plus: £POA
Timings: Please allow 75 minutes for this activity
Guest numbers: 10 - 500
Teams: Guests will be split into groups of around 4 – 6 people
FOR VIDEO CLICK HERE

Give your team a well deserved boost with our action-packed Team Quiz! Do not fear, this isn’t just your
average quiz - our mix of trivia challenges and fun, creative tasks ensures there’s something for everyone
and most importantly allows people to participate from the office or home, in person or virtually - everyone
can join the fun! Made up of three interactive rounds, our Let’s Get Quizzical team quiz has been designed
to keep teams connected and engaged and encourages participants to let their hair down and have a
laugh. It's the perfect interactive activity if working remotely.

Following an upbeat virtual briefing from one of our fabulous
presenters, Round One has each team of 4-6 people working
together, whether in person or virtually, through a video call.
A bonus round follows back in the main meeting room. This is
a hands-on, creative photo task for which each player will
individually score points for their submission which will count
towards their team’s final score.
Round Two brings the ‘Picture Round’, where players will be
shown a series of images on screen by the presenter. They will
be asked a question about the image, which they will need to
answer through the app before time runs out! Once again, for
this round each player will be working individually to add to
their team’s point tally. After Round Two, everyone will be
sent back into their team rooms to work on another creative
video challenge, this time to be completed as a team.
The third and final round provides a quick-fire finale, where teams will be against the clock to
complete as many questions as possible before the timer hits zero.
Notes & Costs:
Up to 50 guests: £POA
51 – 100 guests: £POA
101 – 150 guests: £POA
151 – 200 guests: £POA
201 – 250 guests: £POA
300 guest plus: £POA
Timings: Please allow 75 minutes for this activity, Guest numbers: 10 - 500
CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

Were you lucky enough to live through the Swinging Sixties? Or maybe you were a ‘Noughties
Child’? Whatever your era, this nostalgic quiz has something for everyone!
Discover a virtual journey through the decades! Starting in the ‘60s, this time-travelling
challenge will see players completing three rounds of trivia questions and creative tasks on
film, music, gadgets and general trivia from each decade. They’ll also need their wits (and
memories) about them to conquer two high-energy bonus rounds, designed to bring their
teamwork and creativity into the modern ages! Hosted via video conference by one of our
fabulous presenters, teams will be up against the clock to complete each round and earn the
most points before the timer hits zero.
Following an upbeat virtual briefing, Round One will see everyone split into teams
of 4-6 players, each with an assigned team room. Each group will then begin in the
swinging ‘60s and travel through to the ‘00s, working together to complete
questions and challenges on film, music, gadgets and general trivia from each era.
Once teams have completed Round One, they will be faced with their first bonus
challenge! This round will be sure to put everyone’s creativity and teamwork to the
test…
All players are then called back into the main meeting room (Zoom only) for Round
Two. Players will be shown a series of images on screen by the presenter. They will
be asked questions about the images, which they will need to answer in the app
before time runs out! Following Round Two, everyone will be sent back into their
team rooms to complete a second exciting bonus challenge… The third and final
round provides a quick-fire finale, where teams will play against the clock to
complete as many questions as possible before the timer hits zero!

Notes & Costs:
Up to 50 guests: £POA
51 – 100 guests: £POA
101 – 150 guests: £POA
151 – 200 guests: £POA

201 – 250 guests: £POA
300 guest plus: £POA
Timings: Please allow 75 minutes for this activity
Guest numbers: 10 - 500
Teams: Guests will be split into groups of around 4 – 6 people
FOR VIDEO CLICK HERE

Virtual Horse Racing
Let us entertain you with a night at the races…. Experience the thrill of a flutter on the horses, and hold on tight through
an action packed activity, all in the comfort of your own home.
Fabulously hosted by our amazing Compere, this is a fun and all inclusive activity for everyone. Typically
run as a team based activity, our Compere will present 6 – 8 races hosted over the Zoom platform.
Following an engaging introduction, each team will be given a virtual money pot. You will split into your virtual
teams to work together on deciding which horse(s) to back and what you’re prepared to gamble with the tote.
Run by our operators, our tote’s virtual betting system ensures a quick pay-out!
With commentary run alongside each race, you’ll feel the build-up of excitement. With every race a
close call, and the winner in doubt right up to the post, you’ll be put through your paces, shouting and
cheering as you watch your horse jockeying for position on the home stretch.
Hands down, this is the most entertaining, amusing and “comfortable” night at the races.
Let the racing begin!

Notes and costs
1 - 1 1 / 2 h o u r a c t iv ity ( 5 - 8 r a c es)
10 - 50 guests
51 - 100 guests
101 -150 guests
151 - 200 guests
201 plus guests

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

Costs are based on teams of 8-10 people. If you would prefer smaller teams, we can add additional totes at £POA each.
Teams will be assigned randomly; we can arrange predetermined teams – POA.
It is suggested that all participants join the call using laptops rather than phones due to the size of the content they will see.

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

ART HEIST VIRTUAL ESCAPE ROOM.
During the virtual escape your team's problem solving skills and communication will be tested. Guests must
work as quickly as they can to be the first to escape, by solving cryptic tasks, riddles and puzzles.
Our Event Manager will be on hand throughout to greet guests, arrange the teams into breakout rooms and
guide participants through the activity.
With 60 - 90 minutes to escape and three stages to progress through, time is of the essence and teams must
work together and communicate. While working fast teams must also make sure to be precise and pay
attention to details to make sure no clues are missed. Analyse evidence, unpick cryptic messages and work
out which clues may be decoys.
Using our app, augmented reality and image recognition, this is our most interactive virtual activity with
guests having the opportunity to click on objects to help them unlock clues, and ultimately to escape!

An impressive and exciting
departure from reality, The Escape
Room is the ultimate immersive
problem-solving team activity. Grab
your
# most trusted comrades,
sharpen your mind and senses, and
see if you can outwit The Escape
Room!

Can you escape before time runs out!

Notes and Costs:
Up to 50 guests:
51 – 100 guests:
101 – 150 guests:
151 – 200 guests:
201 – 250 guests:
251 – 300 guests:
301 – 350 guests:
351 – 400 guests:

£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA

Timings: Please allow 90 minutes for this activity to include the brief and debrief

FOR VIDEO CLICK HERE

VIRTUAL
MANIA
Our Virtual Quiz Mania brings people together, not only challenging their
general knowledge but also their communication and teamwork.
With 6 rounds, groups will be faced with questions on general knowledge, movies, music and
sport, also having their observation skills tested along the way. If appropriate, we can include a
“Corporate” round into the quiz for an additional £POA, all we would need from you is a list of 10
multiple choice questions and answers relating to your Company.
The activity is simple and easy for guests to participate in. We will provide a link to be shared with
participants ahead of the event date. When joining on the day they will then be greeted by a Firebird
host who will lead them through the quiz and keep everyone up to date with the questions, answers
and scores. Breakout rooms will be used to give teams the chance to talk through the questions and
input their answers.

Notes and costs:
Up to 5 Teams (we recommend up to 10 guests per team)
6 - 10 Teams (we recommend up to 10 guests per team)
11 - 15 Teams (we recommend up to 10 guests per team)
16 - 20 Teams (we recommend up to 10 guests per team)
21 - 25 Teams (we recommend up to 10 guests per team)
26 - 30 Teams (we recommend up to 10 guests per team)
We recommend up to 10 guests per team, this can be increased
for larger group sizes. Teams will be assigned randomly; we can
arrange predetermined teams – £POA
Timings: approx. 1 hour
FOR VIDEO CLICK HERE

£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA

IT’S NOT JUST A
QUESTION OF SPORT

Try’ as you may, you won’t find a more fun or fast paced sporting quiz. Interactive and
entertaining, it ‘covers all bases’.
Hosted over Zoom and using the breakout functionality, guests will be split into teams and
will compete to be named Ultimate Sports Champions!

This activity is extremely flexible and rounds can be decided on to meet the needs of your event,
taking into account group size and timings. Along with various sport trivia rounds, bonus rounds
can include…
What Happens Next?
Teams must correctly identify what happens next in some unexpected sport scenarios
Picture Board
Teams study the picture and name the sporting star / team / event
Sporting Trivia
General Knowledge sporting knowledge questions from across the era’s
Name the Team
Teams must identify the team from their badge
Notes and Costs:
Up to 50 guests: £POA
51 – 100 guests: £POA
101 – 150 guests: £POA
151 – 200 guests: £POA
201 – 250 guests: £POA
251 – 300 guests : £POA
300 guests plus: £POA
Timings: 45 minutes – 1 hour

Let’s go retro and plunge into the past with the entertaining
“Family Misfortunes”.Do you remember the enthusiasm you
used to shout the answers at the screen? The good old times
when all the family were watching the same programme at
the same time on the big chunkytelevision!
Now you can relive all this in your very own show, and from the
comfort of your own home! Just like the TVprogramme, the
“families” or teams compete fiercely to guess the results of
each of the surveys. Our highly produced, very slick and
interactive show will genuinely impress and ensure a fantastic
and unforgettable night forall.
Easy to participate, guests simply need to join zoom at the
arranged time and follow our hosts instructions. Guests can be
in pre assigned teams or you can leave it up to us to randomise
it on the day. If appropriate, we can include a “Corporate”
round into the quiz for an additional £POA.
Notes and costs:
10 - 50 guests
51 - 100 guests
101 -150 guests
151 - 200 guests
201 plus guests

£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA

Please notethat ITV’s FamilyFortunes does not sponsor, authorise or endorse this activity.

Virtual Musical
Two little ducks, legs eleven, two fat ladies…….
Looking to bring your team together virtually? You can’t go wrong with this fun classic! Hosted over
Zoom by a Firebird compere, it is easy for all guests to join from different locations.
With 4 rounds being played in an hour, guests will have plenty of chances to sing along to their
favourite songs and win. There is something for everyone with rounds including Number 1’s,
Wedding Bangers, 80’s Anthems and Film. Simply name the song playing and tick it off, once you
have heard all your songs call out BINGO!
Guests can’t help but sing along, tap feet and dance. Let us bring the party to you and engage your
people through the power of music and bingo.

Notes & Costs
Cost: £POA
Guest Numbers: 10 - 300
Activity Duration: approx. 1 hour
Notes: The bingo cards will be emailed to the client to distribute to their own guests,
should you wish for us to print and post the cards to all participants
we can arrange this at a cost of £POA per person

Our entertainers are highly entertaining, generating an atmosphere of laughter and amusement

Are you searching for something to bring
your friends, family or clients together
virtually during the COVID crisis? Looking for
virtual party entertainment ideas? Want a
unique, funny, magical, mind blowing virtual
event? After fun virtual entertainment ideas
over Zoom?
There is no better choice than an interactive
virtual mind reading magic show from
celebrity, Broadway, West End and TV star
Chris Cox. From Broadway, London’s West
End and Sydney Opera House to YOUR
house. ‘Chris Cox Is Virtually In Your Mind’ is
designed to fill you with mind blowing magic
and bring you together even though you’re
apart.

Options & Costs

It’s Magic Option: £POA
Chris’ classic 20 minute virtual show, full of
mind reading, laughs and plenty of audience
participation.
It’s Amazing Option: £POA
Chris’ classic 30 minute virtual show which
includes a personalised magical effect
which believe it or not, will happen in the
hands of every single person
watching, wherever they are in the world! A
truly magical moment!
It’s Mind Blowing Option: £POA
A customised and bespoke 30 minute show
which will not only blow everyone away with
a personalised magical effect which happens
in the hands of every single person watching
but also includes bespoke effects designed
just for you, featuring your logo, company
values and any messages you’d like to get
across.
CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO 1
CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO 2

"You have made me believe in Magic!!!"
Simon Cowell (Britain's Got Talent )
Britain’s Got Talent, Britain’s Got More Talent, BBC, ITV, Channel 4, Channel 5, Sky One, This
Morning, Lorraine, Good Morning Britain, Sky Sports, Loose Women, BBC News, Jeremy Vine, Blue
Peter, Sky News, Match Of The Day, Football Focus, The Gadget Show, Bloomberg, Bruce’s Hall of
Fame, Celebrity Pointless, CBBC De-Engineers, Gogglebox, Too Much TV, BBC World News, Talking
Business, STV Scotland Tonight.
Jamie Raven is a Magician and Illusionist who burst onto an unsuspecting world during the 2015 series
of Britain’s Got Talent. His magic amazed audiences and even made the famously magic loathing
Simon Cowell exclaim, “I now actually believe in magic!”. His online videos from Britain’s Got Talent
and other subsequent television performances have now been seen over 800 million times, making
him one of the most watched magicians in the world today.
In November and December 2015, Jamie headlined "The Illusionists" at The Shaftesbury Theatre,
which went on to break the box office record, becoming the most successful Magic show in the history
of London’s West End. He returned to the cast in April and May 2018 where the show completely sold
out in a 3-week run in Abu Dhabi and Dubai.
Summer 2019 saw the opening of the very first Jamie Raven “Making Magic” Shop, School and
Theatre, where he performed over 280 shows in his own purpose built venue, as he continued in his
quest to inspire the next generation of magicians. Following the incredible success of his live shows
and countless television appearances, he was invited to St James’s Palace to perform privately for HRH
Prince Charles as part of his private Christmas Celebrations. His range of 5 Magic Sets were also sold in
Harrods, House of Fraser, Sainsburys and over 150 other retailers in the UK.
With Jamie performing for your guests virtually, you will be entertained, enthralled and mesmerised by
his incomparable feats of magic that defy explanation. He will leave you laughing as hard as you are
mystified.

Filmed in a bespoke studio in ultra HD, his show is made up of some of his favourite routines that he
has performed on Television and in theatres around the world, with some interactive special tricks that
everybody watching can take part in and then perform for colleagues, friends and family.
These interactive tricks can be themed around the client, the evening, or any messages that you are
trying to get across.

Notes & Prices
Price: £POA
Performance time: up to 45 minutes
Video 1 CLICK HERE
Video 2 CLICK HERE

Interactive Virtual Magician
Digital Magician and Illusionist Keelan Leyser has entertained millions around the world
with his own brand of Digital Technology Magic and most notably his very own iPad
Magic!
With current social distancing measures in place virtual entertainment has become
extremely popular throughout the world so Keelan decided to create an amazing
online magic show using video conferencing software for breathtaking interactive
magic and mind reading.
The online virtual show runs for between 15 to 50 minutes and comprises of
interactive magic and mentalism routines where your guest's minds are read through
their screens. This is not like watching a magician or mind reader on TV or Youtube,
imagine a Facetime or Skype call where you are having a conversation with a magician
in real time whilst they are reading your mind…

Options & Costs
Option 1: Up to 15 minute magic and mind reading show: £POA
Option 2: Up to 20 – 35 minute magic and mind reading show: £POA
Option 3: Up to 40 – 50 minute magic and mind reading show: £POA
Optional extras:
Branded cards (suitable for the 40 minutes and over show) £POA
Branded invitation teaser for the client to distribute to the guests to advertise the event £POA

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

STEVE HEWLETT VENTRILOQUIST
Nobody is safe from Steve’s satire. His mild-mannered mockery of celebrities
is hysterical, making him hugely popular, and perfect for any audience.
Truly unique, Steve can go one step further and create a puppet
especially for you – making your event even more memorable. (POA).
Exceptionally talented and innovative, Steve is continually
creating new characters and refreshing people’s
Expectations of ventriloquism.
Shooting to fame on Britain’s Got Talent
Steve used his comedic skills
to parody judge Simon Cowell,
to hilarious effect – securing him
a place in the final.
An accomplished performer, his
inoffensive humour, brilliant timing
and puppets make him in constant
demand – he is frequently touring and
performing at events, resorts and cruise ships.
His latest tour 30 Years of Talking to Myself got
rave reviews and is still a bestselling DVD.

Notes & Prices

Price: £POA
Performance time: 10 – 35 minutes
Video CLICK HERE

Ventriloquist - Virtual Show
Winner of America’s Got Talent - Paul Zerdin and his dysfunctional puppet
family are back by popular demand. His brand-new tour, Paul Zerdin’s –
Puppet Party, includes everyone’s favourites Sam, Albert and Baby, there’ll
be his new bodyguard, an urban fox, some hilarious audience participation and a talking ice cream! All using a mixture of master puppeteering, state of
the art animatronic wizardry and a unique blend of edgy comedy.
It's a quirk of British theatre that a man can get a standing ovation for spending
the best part of 75 minutes on a stage talking to himself. It goes without saying
that Paul’s skills are top notch – there's not a hint of movement from his lips
and he has a strong command of a range of different voices. But it’s his control
of the puppets and sense of timing that brings his characters to life!
Paul made his TV debut in 1996 as the first outright winner of LWT’s The Big Big
Talent Show, hosted by Jonathan Ross. Since then he has appeared on
countless TV shows including Comedy Central's The World Stands Up, ITV1's
Comedy Rocks with Jason Manford, Tonight at The London Palladium, The
Princes Trust Gala and has made three appearances at The Royal Variety
Performance. His auditions for America's Got Talent have racked up millions of
views on YouTube and Paul is currently developing TV projects in both the UK
and the US.
Most recently, Paul returned to The London Palladium pantomime in Snow
White, having also starred in Olivier Award-winning Dick Whittington at The
London Palladium. He took a Las Vegas residency at the legendary Planet
Hollywood with his hit show Mouthing Off, and toured the UK with All Mouth.

Notes & Prices
Price: £POA
Performance time: 30 minutes (longer shows are available £POA)
Video 1 CLICK HERE
Video 2 CLICK HERE
Video 3 CLICK HERE

VIRTUAL MAGICIAN & MIND READER

Paul Fowler Virtual Magician is an award winning professional, providing virtual entertainment via live video call direct to
your home or office. Paul’s virtual entertainment packages are perfect for at home milestone celebrations and parties, as
well as virtual corporate conferences and meetings. Paul has created the perfect blend of live virtual magic & mind reading.
He will share his incredible virtual skills, leave you constantly guessing and will create memories that will last for years to
come.
How it works
Pauls show starts with virtual housekeeping with information on how to best view the show virtually. Throughout the show
Paul will use 2 forms of interaction, one via the chat facility and the other by interacting with individual screens (these
screens can be specified before the show). The show is suitable for all ages and a couple of the tricks allow everyone
watching to take part interactively and collectively all at once. This means screens that do not get to interact individually still
get to take part. There are no restrictions on screen numbers. Paul has performed shows for as little as 2 people and for as
many as 500.
Guests can expect to
• Create a dream holiday in their mind and Paul will have predicted this in advance
• Be influenced virtually to make decisions that feel completely free
• Name a playing card and that exact card is the only one Paul has been holding all along

Options & Prices
30 minute show: £POA.
45 minute show: £POA
60 minute show: £POA.
Video 1 CLICK HERE
Video 2 CLICK HERE

Following his sell out tour, the viral sensation James Phelan brings you his new smash-hit magical
virtual show. Described as extraordinary by The Mirror and as legendary by The Sun,
this show is both jaw dropping and laugh out loud funny.
The nephew of the late and sorely missed Paul Daniels, James presents his night of hilarious,
mind blowing magic, in a show where anything can happen and often does. “Troublemaker” is a
mind-blowing, jaw-dropping roller-coaster of magical hilarity .

James also presents “Trickster: Live”, the BBC’s ground breaking new radio magic show. This is the UK’s first flagship
radio magic show since the 50’s. He will also present moments from his upcoming TV show “Celebrity Troublemaking”,
using magic to get into the minds and behind the scenes, of the lives of some of our national treasures.

Costs & Notes
£POA for a 30 minute show
£POA for a 45 minute show
CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

Duncan William has spent the last 15 years performing all over the world as a professional magician and
mind-reader and is one of the pioneers of digital and iPad magic. He has taken these years of experience from
performing at live events around the world and adapted them to the virtual setting, for a mind-blowing,
interactive, online show.
This is not just a magic show performed over the internet but a bespoke show that has been created specifically
to be performed online. It is 35-40 minutes of interactive magic and mind reading, which is perfect for parties,
corporate events, award ceremonies, celebrations and get togethers. This show is fun, very interactive (if you
want to take part), immersive and most of all unbelievable. Some routines involve a handful of participants,
others the whole group.
Duncan will tell you the names of objects you are simply thinking of, reveal a travel guide to a holiday
destination that the audience collectively decide on, make a series of unbelievable predictions and more! All
guaranteed to leave your friends, family members and delegates laughing in amazement and talking about for
weeks afterwards.
Duncan also offers customisation options for some or all of his online act, to keep in with your theme, brand or
corporate identity. He can also include business messages, if you are booking for a corporate event.
Notes & Costs
Cost: £POA
Show Duration: 35-40 minutes
CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

MADHEN THE ULTIMATE VIRTUAL PARTY BAND
From corporate events and product launches to
film Premieres and Royal Weddings, MADHEN will
rock your party! Arranging songs and music with
their own distinctive sound, they are enthralling to
watch. Full of energy, they have carved out an
enviable industry-wide reputation for delivering
high-octane, edgy performances in their unique and
unparalleled style. If you want your band to be
fresh, distinctive and totally unforgettable,
MADHEN are the band for you.
Whilst we can never replace the truly ‘live’
experience where band and audience interact
(a full dance floor is hard to beat!) MADHEN
have pulled out all the stops to deliver a live
performance bringing all the elements of their live
‘experience’ to your virtual event.
MADHEN have filmed up to 60 minutes of their
trademark high-energy show, incorporating
signature mashed-up dance floor fillers and the
highest production values - all the things you’ve
come to expect from this highly sought after band.
Costs & Notes

30 Minute show: £POA
60 Minute show: £POA
Costs includes client logo or branding in to the footage
Optional audio shout outs can be added to overdub
(script to be provided by client): £POA

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

Our webinars explore a range of topics key to good health and are customized to accommodate new ways of working due to Covid19 restrictions.
They offer employers a great way to connect with employees at this difficult time and offer support including ideas around: Productivity and energy and
reducing sickness - Supporting good mental health and managing stress and anxiety - Helping build stamina, resilience and good gut health with nutritional
advice - Assisting with good sleep hygiene and practices to improve productivity and support mental health.
Wellness Sessions - 60 minute session on 1 of the below topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Managing work life balance
The conscious guide to stress
Personal wellbeing and self compassion
Neuroplasticity and happiness
Digital wellbeing through lockdown and beyond
Navigating change and uncertainty
Mindfulness 101
Mindfulness embedding your practice

Cost: Up to 50 guests: £POA
Cost: Up to 100 guests: £POA

Stress and Health – 60 minute session on 1 of the below topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Stress & Health – nutrition to combat anxiety
Stress & Health- digestion
A healthy perspective on healthy eating
The sleep and mental health connection
Change your lifestyle

Cost: Up to 100 guests: £POA

Unleash your inner artist and get creative with these incredibly imaginative team building activities

Terrarium Workshop
If you’ve ever wanted to build your very own selfsustaining living garden, then look no further…
In this relaxed, creative workshop you will re-connect with nature,
learning the whys and how's for making a self-contained living
botanical environment. Inside your terrarium, your chosen plants will
thrive off the moisture inside and will look after itself.
As part of the workshop we will teach you the fascinating history
of terrariums before getting your hands dirty… Then you will be
taught layering and planting techniques. Once built, we will run
through some watering techniques and how to best position your
garden, plus after-care advice too.
Guests join our expert plant geek and escape to his virtual
tropical garden! Kits will be posted to all participants in advance
of the event containing everything needed to create your
terrarium. Kits contain a jar, gravel, soil, tools and a selection of
exotic plants.
At the end of the activity guests can present their terrariums and
a winner will be chosen. We will then post a prize to the winner.
Once the activity is finished guests will enjoy finding a spot in
their house perfect for their new terrarium.

Notes
Cost: £POA
Activity Duration: 1 hour
Lead Time: We require a lead time of 2 weeks for this activity
Requirements: Guests will need access to Zoom and a space where
they can prepare their terrarium.

Jump in, be brave and embrace something new!
Experience the fun, connectivity and challenge, of team drumming, junk percussion or boom whackers
in the virtual world. You can create a totally positive team experience with your colleagues, from the
comfort of your own homes.
We can bring a non-stop blast of fun and musical energy to any size group. You and all your colleagues
will have such fun, engaging with each other and the music, performing together and creating one
unified vision. You are going to be challenged physically whilst at the same time, having a hilarious time
watching and being watched by your colleagues.
Hosted by our globally recognised Firebird rhythm facilitator, your team will be
captivated as they all play their given parts over several non-stop famous pop and
dance hits. Participants will arrive on zoom to be greeted by our facilitator. After a
very short introduction, we will be ready to engage you all with a fun rhythm-filled
warm up. Once you have your drum, or home utensils, we are ready for off! You can
all choose from 2 or 3 rhythm parts to own and get confident with.
We go through mini rhythm games and fun challenges, to get your reaction skills up
and you will quickly develop and become synchronised with each other and the
facilitator. You can see all your colleagues having fun and joining in with the beat. We
ultimately create an introduction section, a middle section and a grand finale.
But along the way, we can spotlight, encourage and teach individuals, showing them how to
improve their own skills and take over conducting the group themselves, with a few fun
leadership challenges along the way, to create a fun, interactive, competitive event.

Notes & Costs
Junk Percussion (participants use their own home kitchen utensils) £POA
Boomwhackers (we post each participant two 30cm -90cm boomwhackers) £POA
Drumming (we post each participant a 50cm fair trade hand painted Djembe drum) £POA
Activity time: 10 – 45 minutes (longer sessions can be arranged)
Guest Numbers: 5 – 499 (larger guest numbers can be arranged)
Headphones : To get the best experience we advise participants wear their audio headphones where possible

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

C R EAT E A

V I R T U A L V I D E O.
With music at the heart of our traditional team building activities, we have developed an exciting, music-based
team building activity for virtual teams, that generates the same levels of excitement, motivation and
interaction.
In our company music video activity, your team will create a dazzling music video of a famous pop song,
which combines of all your teams’ efforts, edited together to make a finished music spectacular. This virtual activity
is not about singing ability or remembering the words; it’s about trying something totally new together, to show just
what can be achieved by team work. Different departments, teams or regions can compete in a huge company music
video competition! Groups of between 10 and 30 participants can all contribute at one time.
Firstly, we host an energising virtual meeting in which the teams are given their challenges to become instant pop
icons, with hints and tips from the performance world. Individuals will then film a small segment of a famous pop song
on their phone or tablet. We strongly advise dancing, props and rock star costumes! We then quickly edit all the
recorded segments together to create one amazing music video for each team.
From the gregarious who want to shine, to others who are happier just being part of a group chorus, prepare to see
and hear your work colleagues having fun as never before! With so many different aspects to consider, there’s always
something for everyone.
There are many famous songs to choose from and you can have minutes, hours or even days to record in your own
time, before sending your homemade videos back to us via Dropbox. Why not make it even more bespoke by your
team rewriting the lyrics to suit the company? This could even expand into creating a band name, album cover and
clothing.
During this virtual team building event, we will have technical support on hand at all times to advise and help
participants, with performance tips and guidance on how to receive or send recordings. It’s all made incredibly easy.

Notes & Costs
Cost: £POA
Activity Duration: 30 – 60 minutes
Guest Numbers: 10 – 500
CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

With dancing being the latest craze over social media – we thought
what better way of bringing your group together than with a
signature Company “Dance it Out”?!
Led by our expert choreographer Matt, your team will be taken
through a short, invigorating energizer followed by a session where
you will learn your very own dance style routine.
This will (where possible) include movements that represent your
company values, so that the dance really represents who you are as
a Company. Then you film the result, send it back to us and we will
create your own Video Dance Sensation!
Prepare to see your work colleagues having fun
before! During this virtual team building event, we
technical support on hand at all times to advise
participants, with performance tips and guidance on how
your dance recordings. It’s all made incredibly easy.

as never
will have
and help
to send in

Matt is an international dancer, choreographer and teacher. His
credits include, The X-Factor, The Brit Awards, Chris Brown, Cheryl,
One Direction, Mariah Carey, Conor Maynard, Burberry, Paco
Rabanne, Spotify, Sky Sports, A League of Their Own, High School
Musical and many more.

Notes & Costs:
Up to 50 guests: £POA
51– 100 guests: £POA
101 plus guests: £POA
Number of guests: 10- 500
Activity duration: 20 minutes – 45 minutes

SOAP
MAKING
With all this hand washing going on, what could be more appropriate
than learning to make fun handmade soaps?! And bar soaps are ecofriendly too, helping to go packaging-free and having a far better
carbon footprint than bottled liquid soaps.
We’ll post out kits in advance of the e-event containing everything needed.
Guests will receive a melter, moulds, ingredients, fragrances, colours and
tools. Hosted by our expert soap maker, guests will be guided through
each step from preparing the mould dyes and fragrances and creating
stunning visual effects.
Ingredients have already gone through the saponification process so there are no
dangerous chemicals to worry about. Guests can simply enjoy the artistic side of
creating fun designs. Guests can make a range of soaps such as a novelty rubber
duck soap, loofah soap, soap with embedded shapes and cake soaps using natural
colours and fragrances.
For an added teambuilding element we can arrange guests into teams and challenge
them to come up with a name and brand for their soaps, similar to a task seen on
“the Apprentice”. We can put them into break out rooms where they can talk
privately with their team mates and then pitch their new soap range to the judges
and the rest of the team.
At the end of the activity guests will have a beautiful set of soaps to give as gifts or to
make hand washing more fun! They will also get to keep the equipment so they can
make more soaps and spread the germ-free joy!
Notes
Cost: £POA
Activity duration: 2.0 hours
Guest numbers: up to 100 people

This team building activity is a stroke of genius!
you must release your inner artists and paint a masterpiece of epic proportions…

We have adapted and enhanced our market leading Big Picture activity to create an immersive, addictive and creative activity that has
become a hit with virtual teams worldwide. Release your inner Rembrandt or go wild like Warhol in our art-based team building
activity. Your team will create a piece of art or company logo composed of many handcrafted, smaller sections.
At the beginning, each team member receives a section of a famous piece of art or company logo. Their job is to recreate that section
using whatever products or materials they have available. Against the clock and with the ‘big picture’ always in mind, you will be amazed
at everyone’s ingenuity. Once all pieces are edited together, we reveal the complete work in dramatic fashion!
We usually hold a short video conference briefing, to make everything clear to the participants. Then, it is over to them to get as creative as
possible, with almost anything! Pasta, Lego, magazine cuttings, clothes, and even make-up, have all been used. This is what “adapting to
survive” is all about and when “delivering for the team” really counts! During this activity, we encourage remote participants to connect
with each other to discuss colour, techniques or textures to assure a cohesive end result.
When we receive photos of each finished section, they are carefully edited together and revealed back to everyone with great fanfare.
The completed virtual work of art can be printed and framed for the office or sent to each contributor as a fun event memento. Different
departments or even entire global regions can get involved, which could culminate in a conference slideshow of everyone’s artwork, or
even a beautifully-printed coffee table art book.
We offer many different options with our art-based virtual team building events. For example, instead of
recreating well-known artwork, why not recreate your company’s logo or an image specifically associated
with your organisation or department? This could make a unique screen backdrop for a future company
conference. Alternatively, consider our ‘What’s in a Word Company Mosaic’ activity. After a quick energiser
on Zoom, we set the challenge for everyone to think of just one word that describes how it feels to be a
Company team member. In the 20 minutes given, participants need to quickly reproduce their individual word
using anything they can find around them, such as pasta, grass clippings, clothing or scrunched-up paper, and
then send a photo of the image to us. Our team collates all the images to form one amazing picture.

Costs & Notes
Cost: £POA
Activity Duration: 45 – 60 minutes
Guest Numbers: 10 – 800

MAKING
Guests learn the heritage craft of candle making and make a range of
hand made, vegan, soy wax candles.
We will post out kits in advance of the event containing everything needed.
Guests will receive a wax melter, wax, wicks, mould, tin, fragrance, colour
and tools.
Hosted by our expert chandler in the virtual candle shop, guests will
be guided through each step from preparing the mould and container,
arranging the wick, melting the wax, adding dyes and fragrances,
pouring the melted wax and removing candles from moulds.
Guests will make a fragranced container candle in a tin, a pillar candle in a
mould as well as some tea lights.
For an added teambuilding element we can arrange guests into
teams and challenge them to come up with a name and brand for their
candles, similar to a task seen on “the Apprentice”. We can put them into
break out rooms where they can talk privately with their team mates and
then pitch their new candle range to the judges and the rest of the team.

Costs & Notes

Cost: £POA
Activity Duration: 1 hours
Guest Numbers: Up to 100
Lead Time: We require two weeks lead time for this activity
Requirements: All guests will need access to Zoom, use of a hob and access
to a kitchen or space with a suitable surface for working on.

A sensation for the senses - get your teeth into one of our many tasty team challenges.

Food, Glorious, Food! We have a range of different masterclasses to help inspire and empower you in
the kitchen. Perfect for foodies wanting to sharpen up their skills, or novices who want to learn –
these classes will certainly whet your appetite!
Using Zoom (or other platforms), guests are invited to join our top professional chef. Using fresh,
locally sourced ingredients, together with ethical food brands, we hope to impart our knowledge of
nutrition, baking and cooking techniques to get you cooking with minimal waste. Packages will be
sent out prior to the event, with everything needed for the activity. Due to this, we require a lead time
of 2-3 weeks for all of our Cookery Master Class activities. We can cover most dietary requirements,
please speak to a member of our team about your requirements.

OUR DELICIOUS OPTIONS
ACTIVITY

DURATION (HOURS)

EVENT SET UP FEE

COST PER HEAD

Bake off
Belgium chocolate making
Culinary games
Sushi
Pizza making
Pasta making
Italian (2 or 3 course meal)
Indian (2 or 3 course meal)
Asian (2 or 3 course meal)
Health & wellbeing (2 course meal)
Molecular gastronomy

1-2
1
1 - 1.5
1 - 1.5
1 - 1.5
1
1.5 - 3
1.5 - 3
1.5 - 3
1 - 2.5
1-2

£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA

£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA (or vegetarian: £POA)
£POA
£POA
2 course: £POA or 3 course: £POA
2 course: £POA or 3 course: £POA
2 course: £POA or 3 course: £POA
£POA
£POA

1-2
1 - 1.5
1

£POA
£POA
£POA

£POA
£POA
£POA

CHRISTMAS OPTIONS
Gingerbread house making
Christmas culinary games
Christmas chocolate making
*Our minimum spend is for 12 people,
PDF brochures are available for each activity, which include; activity outline, what is included, menus, options, ingredients, what participants need to
provide and many handy tips.

C H A L L E N G E

In this Virtual Molecular Gastronomy event guests will engage in the new
generation of virtual activities, molecular cooking is where the classical chef
meets the Modern chef. Inspire innovation and creativity to the highest level in
this magical team activity.

Ferran Adrià Head chef and founder of the world renowned ElBulli restaurant in Spain is considered one of the best chefs in the world. Ferran started a gastronomic
revolution that inspired modern chefs such as Heston Blumenthal to create magical touches to dishes by combining natural ingredients used in the consumer food
industry with fine dining cooking and the results were spectacular. Engage in the new generation of virtual team building activities, molecular cooking is where the
classical chef meets the Modern chef. Inspire innovation and creativity to the highest level in this magical team activity.
Guests will re-create a molecular inspired gastronomy meal incorporating classical and modern techniques. Our professional chef will present a variety of techniques
to add the wow factor into their dishes, hot gels and spheres will redefine what you thought you knew about cooking. The pioneering techniques are quick to
master as long as guests adhere to instruction and stick to the rules. Once guests have had boot camp training from our chef, guests then must replicate the dishes
demonstrated and design a signature dish or technique to include in their dinner. Dine like Einstein and bring your cooking to life.

Notes & Costs
Includes: Hat, molecular secret ingredients, abundance of locally sourced ingredients
Cost: £POA
Activity time: 1.0 – 2.0 hours

Making Masterclass
Guests join our expert bread chef in his virtual bakery and
reconnect with each other whilst learning how to make
their own bread.
There is no need to worry about the flour shortage or
braving the supermarket! We’ll do the shopping for you
and a kit of ingredients and equipment will be sent out in
the post prior to the event.

The activity takes place in 3 sessions over 3.5 hours, with
breaks to allow for proving and baking times, making it
the perfect activity to run alongside meeting sessions and
corporate updates.
At the end of the activity, guests present their loaves to
the rest of the group and, as an optional fun finale, our
chef can judge the star baker and a prize can be sent out
in the post.

Notes:
Cost: £POA
Activity Duration: 3 x 30 minute sessions over 3.5 hours
Guest Numbers: Up to 100
Lead Time: We require a 2 week lead time for this activity
Requirements: All guests will need access to Zoom, water,
kitchen surface or area where they can prepare their dough
and use of an oven.

This truly unique way of experiencing Gin is a must for the Gin lover.
Fully immersive, this programme will take you from 1100 (that’s the year, not the
time) to the present day in an hour. But, fear not, they’ll be plenty of stops along the
Gin highway for sampling!
Apart from the chance to taste several examples of Gin taken from all over world, we
will demonstrate both classic and modern ways to serve it, be it the perfect G&T, a
classic Gin Martini or a modern Gin Cocktail.
To ensure you’ve learned all we can teach you, you’ll be set a range of tasks - we’ll
put your taste buds to the test & have a Gin trivia quiz running between samples.

If you’re not the biggest Gin drinker, or concerned one of your group may not
be, we have enough treats to keep them interested, and after this event, they may
well become a fan!
All gins and a tonic will be sent out to participants prior to the events date so you
won't need to provide anything additional to participate other than the glass of
course!
The 5 gins we generally recommend are: an industry standard London Dry Gin,
high end London Dry Gin, an 'Old Tom’ Gin (sweeter than London Dry Gin),
an international Gin with bespoke botanicals and a flavoured Gin.
Activity Overview…
•
•
•
•
•
•

Making the perfect G&T
The origin of Gin
How Gin shaped England
How Gin is made and drank
Different ways to enjoy Gin
Sampling 5 gins, tasting notes & quiz

Costs
Price: £POA
Includes: 5 x 25ml spirit bottles
Duration: up to 1 hour
Guest Numbers: up to 100
Only Suitable for participants in the UK

In our Virtual cocktail masterclass, guests can combat the stresses and strains of
isolation. Your team will have a fantastic experience racing each other by shaking,
muddling, layering and creating their own perfect cocktail. We have different package
options to suit your needs and all options including one of our bartenders online, in real
time
Option 1 – Program only
If guests are happy to provide their own stock and equipment, we can run just the programme only.
We would provide a shopping list in advance of the event date forguests to gather the ingredients
they will need. You will then be joined on the day by one of our master cocktail makers to show
guests how its done.

Option 2 – Program and Ingredients (2 cocktails)
Worried about getting your hands on the ingredients? Not to worry! We can send ingredients for two
different cocktails to each participant, a Gin Smash and a Cosmopolitan. Guests will then need to make
the drinks using everyday kitchen items.

Options 3 – Program and Ingredients (3 cocktails)
If you have more time on your hands perhaps our 3 cocktail option would suit you better. Option
3 adds a Baby Guinness to the 2 cocktails already offered above in option 2.

Option 4 – Program, Ingredients and Equipment
If you would like the full cocktail workshop experience, we can send Cocktail Kits to all
participants along with the ingredients. The kits include a shaking tin & shaking glass, muddler, bar
spoon, strainer, measurer.
Activity Duration: 45 minutes - 1 hour
Notes: We require a lead time of at least 10 days for options 2, 3 or 4.
Only available for participants in the UK

If you are looking for a relaxed and low key way to bring your team together and reconnect look no further than our Virtual Wine
Tasting. With guests safe and comfortable at home, you will be joined by one of our wine experts to talk you through each of the
wines as your guests try them.
Striking exactly the right balance between entertainment and education, the tasting is pitched at a level that ensures everyone
can participate and thoroughly enjoy the event. Your guests will be transformed into a bunch of budding wine experts before you
know it!
All wines will be sent out to participants prior to the events date so you won't need to provide anything additional to participate
other than the glass of course!
Notes & Costs

Option one: Quarantine wine tasting, 6 x 150ml bottles:
Option two: Luxury Italian wine tasting. 6 x high quality 150ml bottles:
Option three: Super luxury French wine tasting, 6 x very high quality 150ml bottles:
Activity Duration: 1.0 – 1.5 hours
Notes: We require a lead time of at least 10 days to allow for posting the wines to guests.
Only available for participants in the UK

Allow our team challenges to get you in the festive spirit

WREAT H
MAKING
Have your guests create their own festive Copper & Blue Grey wreaths from
scratch during this fully interactive workshop
Our expert florist will demonstrate each step of the process and guide your guests
through building their own handmade masterpieces, all made from sustainably
sourced foliages!
We’ll post out kits in advance of the e-event containing all the fresh materials
required for the wreath making and all your guests will need is their own scissors
or secateurs (we can add professional floral snips for £15pp). Guests will receive
fresh moss from Wales, evergreen foliage from Sussex, glorious copper eucalyptus
from Ireland as well as pinecones and a copper ribbon to hang their wreath with.

At the end of the activity, guests can present their creation to the group. Wreaths
can then be proudly hung on the front door, to impress the neighbours, or used as
a festive table centre decoration with a candle in the middle – fit for the Christmas
dinner table!

Notes / Costs
Price: £POA
Numbers: 20 - 200 (Outside November and December our minimum numbers reduce to 10)
Duration: 1.00 - 1.5 hours (we recommend 1.5 hours)

Guest requirements:
•
•
•

Access to Zoom platform
Access to a space with a surface where guests can look at their device while working on
their projects
Own scissors or secateurs (we can add professional floral snips for £15pp)

Click here for video

Sugar and spice and all things nice…is what this workshop is made up of.
Teams join our flamboyant host in his virtual grotto get festive, creative, and even a little technical by
assembling and decorating gingerbread structures!
In advance of the event we’ll send out kits containing everything needed for the activity including prebaked gingerbread “flat packed” slabs, cake boards and royal icing to assemble their structure.
Guests then use royal icing to stick the pieces together and piping nozzles, sweeties, toppings and glitter to
make their gingerbread building into an edible winter wonderland!
Guests will be guided through each step and we’ll give advice, tips and techniques so that
each guest can create something spectacular as well as learning professional icing skills.
At the end of the activity, guests can present their creations and, as an optional
competitive element, we can judge a winner and send out a prize in the post.
What is included:
Expert host, green screen virtual shop, posted kit containing all equipment
needed including pre-baked gingerbread house kits, cake boards,
royal icing and all instructions.
Notes
Cost: £POA
Minimum Guests: 12
Event Duration: 1 – 2 hours
Guest requirements:
• Access to Zoom platform
• Access to a space with a surface where guests can look at their device
while working on their projects

J U M P E R S
A fabulously festive event that gets people working together
with some colourful Christmas creativity.
Hosted by our flamboyant host in his virtual grotto, guests
design and create their very own creative Christmas jumper.

We’ll post out kits in advance of the e-event containing
everything needed. Guests will receive a jumper, fabric paints,
brushes, sewing kits and embellishments such as sequins, pipe
cleaners and pompoms.
After drawing out their designs, teams then use the paints and
materials to turn their plain jumper into a fabulous festive
fashion accessory, or the most cringeworthy Christmas
jumper they can think of!
At the end of the event, guests can present their jumpers in a
virtual fashion show and, as an optional competitive element,
we can judge the best (or worst!) design as the winner and
send out a prize in the post.

Costs
Price: £POA
Duration: 1 - 2 hours
Guest Numbers: up to 100
What is included
Expert host, green screen virtual grotto, posted kit containing jumper, fabric
paints, brushes and decorations.
Guest requirements:
• Access to Zoom platform
• Access to a space with a surface where guests can look at their device
while working on their projects

notes

THE

Our Big Virtual Game Show is back and better than ever with this special Christmas edition! Give your team the
gift of competition this December as 2-4 teams battle it out head to head in these games inspired by the very
best Game Shows! The event offers highly interactive and festive themed games inspired by popular 80’s, 90’s
and 00’s TV Game Shows. Think The Generation Game, Family Fortunes and Who Wants To Be A Millionaire! It’s
snow joke that Christmas is all about spending quality time together and having some good, old-fashioned fun.
Thankfully, the Big Christmas Gameshow specialises in doing just that. Our versatile social activity requires lots of
talking, teamwork, tinsel and a tipple might help too!
Each Christmas Gameshow will feature a mixture of the below games:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

WTF (Who’s The Face) – our fun icebreaker game which gets guests drawing in just 60 seconds!
Celebrity Santa – Send in 4 photos of your boss and colleagues and we will photoshop them in a guess
The Santa photo round!
The Christmas Conveyer Belt – Can you remember all the Christmas related items? It’s the ultimate test
ofmemory.
Seasonal Scavengers – A team scavenger hunt, compete head to head to find the most items before the clock
runs out!
Festive Fortunes – Our survey asked 100 people a few festive questions and it’s up to you to find out the most
popular answers.
Don’t Show Santa Your Teeth – smile and your out, it’s as simple as that!
Who Wants to Win a Million Points – work your way up the board to secure 1,000,000 extra points. You’ll be
able to phone a friend or 50/50 the answers to help you get to the top!
Crimbo Blinko – play our voice-activated drop ball game to win prizes, challenges and points. This is also fully
customisable with clients own prizes.

Costs & Notes
Costs: £POA
Duration: 75 minutes
Guest numbers: 6 – 60 (we can run the activity for larger groups but it would be over multiple events at the same
time)
Requirements: A laptop or device with sound and a camera
Platform: Our platform of choice is Zoom* which we set up for you using our account details. We can also use MS
teams if required but for best available experience we prefer Zoom.
Notes: Groups with 30+ participants will play our ‘App Version’ of the show to ensure there is still a high level of
interactivity. The ‘SpeedQuizzing Live’ app is easily downloadable from both the Android and Apple Stores.
FOR VIDEO CLICK HERE

You snow the drill by the now. Virtual Christmas Bingo is a game of chance in which
each player matches their numbers to the ones the host shouts out. However, this is
bingo with a twist… Crimbo Bingo doesn’t work with numbers, it works with songs
and more specifically, CHRISTMAS SONGS! Sleigh, what?!

CRIMBO
BINGO

Yes, you heard right. We’ll be playing some of the very best Christmas songs *cue Fairytale
of New York* and some of the downright cheesiest! So if you’re looking to party this
December, you’ve come to the right place.
We’ll share a QR code with guests at the start of the event which will provide them with an
interactive bingo card accessible via their Smartphone/Tablet/PC. Spread over 2 festive
rounds, guests will be playing for 1 line, 2 lines and a full house. We have guaranteed prizes
to give away to the fastest bingo calls, so it really is all to play for in this Virtual Christmas
Bingo.
A selection of merry mini-games will be played throughout the experience to keep guests
on their (mistle)toes. But wait, there’s myrrh – we also have a variety of testing tie-breakers
that can be played if we have 2 bingo calls at the same time! Crimbo Bingo is a guaranteed
crowd pleaser this festive season..

Included in the experience
Two Christmas bingo rounds
Surprise interactive mini games
Tiebreaker game for multiple call outs of Bingo
Six prizes - three per bingo round (upgrades available)
Professional set up with a host & tech support team
QR Code for bingo cards

Notes
Duration: 75 minutes
Guest numbers: 10 – 500
Requirements: A laptop or device with sound and a camera
Platform: Our platform of choice is Zoom* which we set up for you using our
account details. We can also use MS teams if required but for best available
experience we prefer Zoom
VIDEO CLICK HERE .

BIG VIRTUAL
CHRISTMAS QUIZ !
Kickstart the festivities this year with our Big Virtual Christmas Quiz! What better way to bring your
remote working team together this season than a test on all things Christmas? Your party will be
facilitated by one of our high-spirited hosts, spanning across 75 minutes. It’s snow laughing matter
here as we cover a total of 4 quiz rounds plus a special bonus game of Santa’s Super Spinner!
Teams can expect to be quizzed on the below topics:
• Traditional Christmas Knowledge: We really could ask you anything in
this round, think food, carols, adverts and more!
• Festive Films: How well do you know the classics? We’ll even throw in a
special observation round which requires more than knowledge!
• ‘Sleigh my name, Sleigh my name’ Music Round: Can you guess the
artist and year of release to the very best Christmas songs?
• Celebrity Santa: Send in 4 photos of your boss or colleagues and we will photoshop them in a guess the Santa photo round!
• Santa’s Super Spinner: A bonus game for those who may need it, spin Santa’s wheel to receive a special gift that can help you
in your quest for quizmas victory!
The aim of the game is simple really, answer the most things correctly to top the leader board. Everyone will be playing individually using the ‘Speedquizzing
Live’ app (this ensures interactivity and inclusivity) but you will also be playing as part of a team randomly allocated at the start of the event. All points
awarded will add to both individual and team scores. The ‘SpeedQuizzing Live’ app is easily downloadable from both the Android and Apple Stores.

Notes & Costs
Costs: For the first 20 people: £POA
Duration: 75 minutes
Guest numbers: 10 – 250 (we can run the activity for larger groups but it would be over multiple events at the same time)
Requirements: A laptop or device with sound and a camera in order to join a video conference.
Platform: Our platform of choice is Zoom* which we set up for you using our account details. We can also use MS teams if required but for best available experience we prefer Zoom.
Upgrade option 1: Add in a personalised quiz round for an additional £POA It can be about a person, a company or even a favourite topic.
Upgrade option 2: Extend the Celebrity Santa round to include 4 additional photos for an additional £POA

Festive Social
Our much-loved Festive Social is back for a second edition! Packed full
of brand new Christmas trivia, there’ll be no resting Grinch faces this
season!
How much does your team really know about the holidays? Working
together through three festive rounds, you and your teammates will
be up against the clock to answer themed trivia and complete creative
challenges on music, films and more! Plus we’ll be bringing you
together at various points for some hilarious community challenges.
There really is something to ‘soot’ everyone in this holly, jolly activity!
So pop on your favourite Christmas jumper and put your knowledge to
the test. We guarantee this fun challenge will give you and your team
plenty of laughs as you celebrate together.
Following a virtual briefing from our presenter, teams must work
against the clock to complete three rounds of Christmas trivia in
breakout rooms and individually, all whilst earning points for their
teams! Players will use our interactive app on their own devices and
video conferencing software to progress through each interactive
round.
With a variety of tasks including 'beat-the-clock,' photo challenges and
a head-to-head bonus round, everyone can get involved and into the
festive spirit! The team with the most points at the end of the activity
will be crowned the Festive Social champions! Which team will earn
the most points and end the year on a winner's high?

Notes :
Timings: Please allow 75 minutes for this activityy.
Guest numbers: 10 – 500

VIDEO CLICK HERE

Making
Our feathered friends need you…….
Nestboxes are becoming vital for breeding birds. Due to tidier gardens and woodland areas, and modern buildings with fewer nooks and crannies,
many birds will struggle to find a suitable nesting site for the breeding season. The population of some bird species has decreased and the British Trust
for Ornithology (BTO) is now calling for homeowners to put up more nestboxes for declining garden birds.
In our fun, hands-on virtual workshop, guests make their very own cozy birdhouse to provide a safe space for birds to shelter in the winter and breed in
the spring. We’ll post out kits in advance of the activity containing pre-cut and pre-drilled 100% FSC wooden panels, hammer, screwdriver, hanger and
all fixings required. Hosted by our expert, guests will be guided through each step, assembling the birdbox piece by piece. We’ll also give tips on the
best places to put them, how to maintain them and how to attract visitors.
As a bonus task, we’ll also show guests how to make natural birdfeeders. At the end of the activity guests will have a beautiful, natural, hand made
birdhouse that they can place in their garden or outdoor surroundings, for their own “Springwatch”, or to give away as a gift.
Costs & Notes
Costs: £POA
Guests numbers: 10 – 100 people
Activity duration: 1.0 hours
What is included: Expert host, green screen virtual background, posted kit containing: birdhouse pieces, hammer, screwdriver and equipment to make bird feeders.

Egg Making
Guests make and decorate their own chocolate eggs.
We’ll post out kits in advance of the activity containing everything needed. Guests will receive
reusable egg moulds, chocolate, a thermometer (to achieve the perfect temper), piping bags and
sprinkles (to decorate their eggs with) and cellophane bags with ribbons, to wrap the finished
creation.
Hosted by our expert chocolatier in the virtual chocolate factory, guests will be guided through each
step. First they wil learn how to perfectly temper their chocolate, so that is has a good snap and
irrististable shine, before pouring it into the moulds.
While the chocolate is setting, guests then make their sweeties
to go inside. We will demonstrate how to pipe chocolate
buttons, Easter shapes and jazzles.
We’ll then seal the hand made sweeties inside the chocolate egg and add
the finishing touches by piping a personalised message in white chocolate
and wrapping the finished egg in a cellophane bag with ribbon.
At the end of the activity, guests will have a beautiful hand made
chocolate egg to keep or give away as a gift. They can also reuse the
mould so they can make more chocolate eggs later if they would like to.
Costs & Notes
Costs: £POA
Guests numbers: 10 – 100 people
Activity duration: 1.5 hours
What is included: Expert host, green screen virtual background, Posted kit containing moulds, chocolate,
gloves, thermometer, piping bags, greaseproof paper, white chocolate, sprinkles, cellophane bags and
ribbons.
Guests will need: Access to the zoom platform, saucepan, heat proof bowl and use of hob, 2 cereal bowls
(or similar), 2 baking trays, wooden spoon or spatula, kitchen scales, space in fridge for 2 baking trays, access
to a kitchen or space with a surface where they can look at their device while using a hob.

Creations
Immerse yourself in the wonderful world of chocolate and sweeten up your virtual meeting, with a luxury
virtual Easter Egg making activity! Led by a Michelin Star trained Chocolatier, this fun activity can build
relationships, boost morale and inspire creativity with your team, clients and associates. This is an activity that
can be enjoyed by individuals, groups or families.
You and your team will work exclusively with a professional chocolatier, to make a luxury chocolate easter egg with
some delicious chocolate truffles to go inside. Guests can expect to master the art of tempering chocolate,
ganache’s and decorating Easter Eggs. Upon booking, you will liaise with our dedicated operations team, who will
assign you a project manager and then lovingly pack the chocolate boxes and dispatch them to you and your team.
These event boxes will contain all the specialized ingredients, including luxury couverture chocolate, Easter Egg
moulds and everything required for the activity. Guests will simply log in to join their team mates, accompanied with
one of our Chocolatiers.
We always say the event begins when the boxes arrive! They are lovingly packed by our team and dispatched by
our trusted partner DHL in good time before the activity. Each box is packed with goodies to make your guest feel
valued. The ingredients will be sent in sealed ice bags and temperature controlled within the boxes, in line with
food and hygiene legislation.
What’s included in your box?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 x Luxury printed chocolate egg moulds
Chocolate truffle shells
A Belgian chocolate making kit
The finest fresh chocolate buttons
A giant chocolate button making kit
Smarties and double cream
Icing easter themed cocoa butter printed sheets
Piping bags, apron and chef hat

What do your guests need to provide?
•
•
•

Chopping board
Mixing bowls
Spatula or wooden spoon

Costs & Notes
Cost: £POA
Activity duration: 2.0 hours
Guest numbers: 12 – 200 people

KOKEDAMA

MAKING

Guests create their very own Kokedama Japanese hanging garden.
The Japanese word Kokedama literally means “moss ball” and is a ball of soil,
covered with moss, in which an ornamental plant grows. This ancient
Japanese art from is still very popular in Japanese gardens today, as well as
being the newest botanical craze to sweep the planet!
We’ll post out kits in advance of the activity containing tropical plants, soil,
moss and string. Hosted by our expert gardener in the virtual Zen garden,
guests will be given a demonstration on traditional planting and wrapping
techniques and how to mix “poor man’s bonsai” soil!

Guests then get their hands dirty mixing their soil, applying their moss
and wrapping their kokedama.

Kokedama can either be displayed on an ornamental plate or strung up
for added kokedama drama! We’ll teach guests how to make a macrame
string cradle to sit their kokedama in and guests will make different
projects so they can try out different plants, techniques and display
options.
Not only do kokedama look stunning but they are also wonderfully
low maintenance! We’ll give advice on how to care for them so that even
the self- confessed plant killers can get theirs to thrive! At the end of
the activity, guests will have beautiful, unique plant arrangements to give
as gifts or bring a bit of nature indoors.

Costs & Notes
Costs: £POA
Guests numbers: 10 – 100 people
Activity duration: 1 hour
Guests will need to provide: Bucket or large bowl to mix soil in
What is included: Expert host, green screen virtual background, posted kit
containing tropical plants, moss, soil and string

HERB

GARDENING
Guests will learn how to plant their own mixed herb planter.
We will post out kits in advance of the activity, which will
contain a mixture of different herbs, a large pot, plus a
saucer and soil.
Hosted by our online expert gardener, the guests will be taught
how to mix well-draining soil, how to pot-up easily (with our
nifty potting technique!) and how to maintain their herb garden
and keep it thriving for years to come.
We will also give hints and tips on how to use the herbs in cooking, teas,
cocktails and health & beauty, plus we will include some other recipes
and ideas.
At the end of the activity, the guests will have created a mini herb garden
that is suitable for either indoors or outside, kitchen or garden, to keep or
to give away to someone as a lovely gift.

Costs & Notes
Costs: £POA
Guests numbers: 10 – 100 people
Activity duration: 1 hour
What is included: Expert host, green screen virtual background, posted kit containing
herb plants, soil, pot and saucer

VIRTUAL WREATH MAKING
An online workshop where guests make beautiful living spring wreaths
Wreaths aren’t just for Christmas! They symbolise the circle of eternal life and are a
celebration of all seasons. Guests will learn to make a beautiful living wreath, for spring or
Easter, using seasonal spring bulbs.

Our spring wreaths are a step up from the Christmas variety because they are alive! With
fresh spring bulbs actually planted within the wreath, these beautiful planted
arrangements will last for weeks, with different flowers blooming at different times. Our
favourite part of spring is to see the different spring flowers coming and going and now we
can experience it all on our door step!
We’ll post out kits in advance of the activity containing wreath rings, fresh seasonal bulbs,
foliage and floristry wire. Everything that is needed will be supplied but, as a bonus
activity, guests are also welcome to go foraging for extra foliage!
Hosted by our expert florist, guests will be guided through each step from making the
moss base, planting the bulbs within the wreath, adding foliage and decorations and
maintaining the living wreath (it’s alive, don’t forget to water it!)
At the end of the activity, guests will have a living floral wreath, suitable for inside and out,
to hang on the door, display in the garden, use as an Easter table centre or give away as a
gift.
When the bulbs are finished on the wreath, you can plant them in the garden for next year
and the moss base can be recycled and used again for seasonal wreaths all year round!

Costs & Notes
Costs: £POA
Guests numbers: 10 – 100 people
Activity duration: 1 hour
What is included: Expert host, green screen virtual background, posted kit containing: plants,
foliage, wreath ring, wire and moss

WILLOW BIRD
FEEDER MAKING
Guests learn the artisan craft of willow weaving and make a
natural bird feeder.
Basket weaving has long been regarded as a wonderfully mindful
and relaxing pastime. In this activity we’ll show guests traditional
basketry techniques and how to make a hanging energy ball holder
for our feathered friends!
We’ll post out kits in advance of the activity, containing natural
willow, birdfeed balls and full instructions. Hosted by our expert,
guests will be guided through each step, from making their own
template and base, learning about the different types of willow,
plus basket weaving techniques.
Shop bought birdfeed balls are perfect but we will also include
recipes on how to make homemade birdfeed balls for a future
project!
At the end of the activity, guests will have a beautiful, natural,
handmade bird feeder that they can place in their garden or
outdoor surroundings, for their own “Springwatch” or to give
away as a gift.
We’ll also include instructions for a bonus project, that guests can
use any left over willow on, or can make in the future.

Costs & Notes
Costs: £POA
Guests numbers: 10 – 100 people
Activity duration: 1.0 hours
What is included: Expert host, green screen virtual background, posted
kit containing: willow, instructions for 2 projects and homemade
birdfeed ball recipes.

Event Management and Notes
Event Management
From conception through to delivery, our dedicated team will ensure that every detail of your event is taken care of, leaving you free to enjoy your day. Rest assured we can provide all the support you
need…
Our Event Management packages can include the following (as required):
•

Coordination with venue staff over technical requirements

•

Site visit prior to event

•

Site plans for large scale events

•

CAD drawings to determine room layouts

•

Provision of Health and Safety documents ie: Risk Assessments

•

A professional and friendly onsite Event Manager for the duration of the event

Event management requirements will be discussed on an individual event basis and quoted for accordingly - POA

Notes
•

All prices are subject to VAT at the current rate.

•

All prices are subject to availability.

•

Prices may be subject to change.

•

All prices where an event set up fee is stated are subject to the relevant per head fee on top.

•

Some services or items may be subject to minimum order fee.

•

Full payment will be due 30 days prior to event date (unless a credit account has been agreed in advance).

Copyright
This document is the property of Firebird Events Ltd. It includes information, advice, recommendations and prices that are of a strictly confidential nature. Therefore the document is tendered on the express understanding that its contents are copyright
and that the ideas and recommendations expressed in it are, and remain, the intellectual property of Firebird Events Ltd. It should be understood that no information contained in this document should be divulged to any third party without our prior

written consent. In instances where a breach of this copyright is brought to our attention, please be advised that it is company policy to take necessary actions to protect our intellectual property in the event of imitation or any other such use of the
content of this and similar documents.

Team Building Highlights

Team Building Testimonials
“Such a fantastic company with incredible event options. I was absolutely delighted
with the whole day, the support on the lead up and on the day was also amazing, really
reassuring. Everyone is still talking about the fun we had
- you have helped me to set the bar.”

“It was a great event! Have to say I haven’t seen our team laughing and enjoying
themselves like that for a long time. The tasks that were set were excellent, all different
and challenging in different ways. I’m so pleased with how smoothly everything went,
a big thank you to you and all the team!!”

“All of your staff were helpful, friendly and professional, I really couldn’t fault them.
The activities were fun and everyone was included. I wouldn’t hesitate to
use Firebird Events again!”

“The activity was so much fun, such a great one to encourage team work ....thank you
for your support, the team are well aware who provided this,
it’s one we will recommend I promise”

“Amazing as always! Your team were absolutely first class and really added to the
enjoyment! Somehow we need to raise the bar again for 2020!”

“The activities went down a storm, with much laughter and frivolity. The picture we
painted and then put together afterwards was nothing short of incredible.”

“The client had an absolute ball with the CEO shouting at the top of his voice on the rib
“This is the best day ever!!” Everyone loved it, so thanks for everything”

“Fantastic team, brilliant event, everyone was still talking and laughing
about it the next day, thank you“

